
Oil

Oil prices fell on Friday. The Brent front month was trading below 70 USD/bbl for the first time since April, but managed to close at 70,18 
USD/bbl. The main news from Sunday’s meeting of producers in Abu Dhabi is that Saudi Arabia is planning to cut the amount of its sup-
plies in December by 500,000 barrels per day from November levels. That helped to lift oil prices this morning and we expect the market 
to continue to rise today.

Gas

With a somewhat neutral to slightly weaker, session gas markets in Nortwestern Europe finished the trading week on Friday. Prompt 
prices were weighed down by continued mild weather conditions as well as the fact that supply disruptions concerning the Norwegian 
infrastructure could be resolved. Beraish impulses for the longer end of the price curve were provided by oil trading at the lowest since 
April and coal, emissions and power contracts heading lower as well. Oil prices jumping and the wider energy complex turning bullish this 
morning will liekly lead to gains today.

Coal
The European coal market faced another session with losses last Friday as the API2 Cal-19 hit 87,50 USD/t, the lowest in nearly 3 months. A 
somewhat higher closing at 88,15 USD/t still means losses of 0,94 USD/t on the day. Low water levels at the Rhina and high terminals a stocks 
keep deterring buyers from being active in the spot market, which in turn spreads into the futures market and translates into the recent weakness. 
Traders also see weaker oil as well as soft economic date from China as drivers behind this development. As for gas we see prices to rise today.

Carbon

The Dec ‘18 contract closed at 19,50 EUR/t on Friday after a volatile trading week. If market analysis is divided into three sub groups, then 
the political scene gives bullish signals (MSR intake), fuel switching is bullish (over 25 EUR/t price is needed in the next winter) and EUA 
supply/demand is also bullish (less German auctions during the year end). In the short term we expect sideways movements, but it seems 
that market has found its support again and will see some gains today.

Hydro

This week starts with a strengthening high pressure over the exchange area. We have seen it in the forecasts for some while placed further to 
the east. Now the high pressure has moved to the west and is placed slightly to the west of the exchange area, effectively blocking any attempts 
for precipitation to come in from the Atlantic Sea. It is just smaller showers hitting the coastline further to the north. The hydrological deficit now 
ends up around 16-17 TWh depending on which normal is used. The deficit has grown with approximately 2,5 TWh since last week. The drier 
weather in comparison to the weather forecasts on Friday put less pressure on the hydro power producers to run their water reservoirs.

Germany

A bit of mixed results were posted on the German power market on Friday. The front month contract could book some gains as support was 
seemingly coming from weather outlooks showing decerasing temperatures. Further out on the price curve the front quarter and front year 
contracts saw only limited changes to the previous day’s closings. Prices stayed below Thursday’s highs as weaker fuels prices weighed on 
the sentiment, while emissions prices climbing back from their early low gave some supporting impulse. We expect gains today on the base of 
this morning’s bullish opening.

Equities
Equity indices ended mostly in red on Friday, but the weekly change is a bit mixed. This morning, the Asian indices are traded up. Therefore, we 
expect small increase in equity valuation today. In Europe, the Brexit causes insecurity again because there is more pressure against May to 
abandon the Brexit proposal. There is less talks about trade war issues currently, but we expect those talks to intensify again.

Conclusion

Like for the German power market the Nordic market achieved a mixed result on Friday as well. Amid early gains in the day the DEC-18 contract hit a 
1-month high before falling a bit back later as all prognoses showed the Nordic region to turn drier and colder after a wet weekend. As for the Dec-18 
contract, the front quarter could gain 0,10 EUR/MWh on the day to close at 48,25 EUR/MWh. The YR-19 contract closed at 39,08 EUR/MWh, up 0,28 
EUR/MWh on the day. Quarterly and yearly contracts with later delivery booked losses though as partly softer emissions and weaker coal weighed. 
We expect the Nordic market to book increases in line with the wider energy complex today.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

10-nov 42,10 42,18 42,65 42,65 42,65 42,65 42,63 November 45,27 49,88 50,05 51,80 51,55 48,10 48,05 November 49,59 58,95 68,63

11-nov 39,74 39,76 40,45 40,45 40,45 40,45 40,36 Q1-19 47,14 50,45 50,15 51,75 53,50 48,50 48,25 Q1-19 49,21 58,67 96,74

12-nov 51,64 51,64 45,02 47,19 45,02 45,02 45,38 2019 43,61 45,81 41,33 42,58 45,53 39,21 39,08 2019 48,84 53,84 96,74

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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